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ON JOINT NUMERICAL RANGES AND JOINT

NORMALOIDS IN A C*-ALGEBLA

by

K. R. Unni and C. Puttamadaiah

The notion of the joint numerical range of a finite system of elements in a

unital complex Banach algebra was introducsd by Bonsall and Duncan (p. 23, [2]),

and also proved that it is a convex compact subset of Cn. Later Mocanu [5] ex-

tended this definition to a C*-algebra and obtained several interesting results in

this set up. The result (Lemma 5, p. 43, [3]) that if a and b are single elements

in unitial Banach algebras A and B respectively, then the numerical range F((a.

b)) of {a, b)zA + B is equal to the convex hull of V(a) U V(b), is also valid in

case of a C*-algebra. The purpose of this paper is to generalize this result to an

w-tuple of elements in a C*-algebra. It is also proved, on contrary to the ex-

pentation that the generalization of a well known result that a single element a

in a C*-algebra is normaloid if and only if ||ff*||= ||<z||*for all positive integers k,

is not true for a finite system of elements in a C*-algebra.

1. Joint numerical range

If A and B are unital C*-algebra with unit elements ex and <?2respectively

A + B={(a,b):aeA,beB}

with componentwise addition, multiplication,scalar-multiplication,and conjugation

together with the norm

||(a,ft)||= max{|H|, ＼＼b＼＼)

is a unital C*-algebra with the unit element (e1} e2)

If a=(au a2, ･･･, an) and b=(bu b2, ･･･, bn) are ^-tuples of elements of A

and B respectively, then a + b is given by a+b = ((au bi),(a2, b2),･･･, (an, bn)).

where {ai,bi)Qa+b, l<i<n. Throughout we shall consider complex C*-alsebras

only.

A linear functional / on a unital C*-algebra is positive if f(a*a) >0 for all
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aeA. It is known that / is positive if and only if / is bounded and ＼＼f＼＼=f(e)([1],

p. 40 [4], prop. 3. 3. p. 24 [9] and cor. 4. 5. 3, p. 215, Th. 4. 8. 16 [7]). A positive

functional / such the f(e) = l is called a state on A.

Definition 1.1. For an w-tuple a=(au ･･■,an) of elements in a unital C*-

algebra, the joint numerical range V(a) is defined by

V(a) = {(s(ai),･■■,s(an)) Cn,S SA}}

where SA is the set of all states on A. We note that V(a) is a compact convex

subset of Cn.

Lemma 1. 2. If P and Q are convex sets in a vector space, then

Co(PUQ)= U 1P+Q.-X)Q
o<a<i

This is (Theorem 1.25, p. 16 [8]).

Lemma 1. 3. Let A and B be unital C*-algebras. Then a functional FeSA+B

if and only if it can be represented in the form

F(a,b) = Xf(a)+fjig(b)

for all(a, b)eA+B, where feS*, gsSB and X. n>0 with X+ u=l.

Proof. Suppose feSA, g SB. If I and ft are such that 1, //>0, X+fi=l, then

set

F(a1b) = Xf(a)+ fjtg(b),

Clearly F is a linear functional on A + B such that F(et, e2)= l. Since f(a*a)>0,

and g(b*b)>Q,

F((a, b)* (a, b))=F(ia*, b*＼(a, b))

=F(a*a, b*b)

= Xf(a*a) + vg(b*b)>Q.

Thus F£Sa+b.

To prove the converse, firstwe shall observe that if D is a unital C*-algebra

with unit element e and P is a linear functional on D such that P(:c*,x)>0, xg

D, then

|P(ar)|<P(e)||^||,xeD (p. 40 [4] and Prop. 3. 3, p. 29 [9]).

Now let FcSa+b. setting h(a)=F(a,0), a£A, it follows that A is a linear

functional on A such that h(a*a)>0, a^A. Since ex is a unit element in A,

(1) Wa)|<A(eOIMI, a A
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Analogously, if K(b)=F＼0, b), then K is a linear factional on B with K(b*b)

>0> and

(2) TO|<^e2)P||, & #.

Clearly

(3) F(a,b)=h(a)+K(b), (a,b)eA + B

and

(4) l=F(elfe2) = h(e1)+K(et)

( i ) If A(eO = O, then the inequality(l) implies that h{a) ―Q for aeA. From (4)

it follows that K(e2) = l showing KgSb. Then from (3) F(a, b)= K(b).

(ii) Similarly, if K(e2)=0, F(a, b)=h(a) with heSA.

(iii) If A(e,) = ^^=0 and iC(e2) = /i^0, then ^ + ^ = 1. By Setting f(a) = {ljX)h{a)

and g(b) = (l/fx)K(b), we get /eS^, g SB and F(a,b) = Zf(a) + fig(b) by (3). This

completes the proof.

We now orove our main Jesuit.

Theorem 1.4. Let A and B be imital C*-algebras. If a=(ait ■■･,an) and b

= (blt ■■-,bn) are w-tuples of elements of A and B respectively, then

V(a + b)=V((a1,bl), ■■■,(an,bn))

= {(s(flr,,6,),･･･, s(an*bn))eCn:scSa+b}

= Co(V(a)[jV(b)).

Proof : Suppose teCo(V(a){J V{b)). Then X=tfi+(l-t)v, ^=(//i, ･ ･･, /^)e(F(tf)

and v ―(vi, ■■■,vn)eV(b) and 0<£<l using Lemma 1.2. Then fii=f(ai)! and v≪

= g(bi) for some / S4 and geSs, 1<?'<w. Since fsSA and geSB, by Lemma 1.3,

there exists FcSa+b such that

F(ai, bt)=tf(ai)+a-t)g(bi) for all (at, b^A+B.

Now

= ((^ + (l-0vi), ･ ' -,((^n + (l-^K))

= (Falf 60, ･･ -,F(an, &B)) F(fl+6)

Hence

Co(F(ff)uF(&))cF(a+J).

Conversely, suppose ^e F(≪ + 6). Then 57=571,･ ･･, >?≪with 7]i=F(di, bi) for some

FgSa+b, l<i<n. Since FgSa+b, by Lemma 1. 3, we can find /gSa and ocSr and
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X, fi>0 with A+ fi= l such that

for all(x, y)£A+B. Therefore, in particular

F{at, bi)=Xf(at)+(X-X)g(fit),(a≪,h)eA+B.

= ((^/(ffi)+(l-^)(;(6i),･･･,(V(ff≫)+(l-^)(7(6≪)))

=Wfli), ･･･,/(≪n))+(l-^)(flf(6i),･･･,#B))£Co(Ffl)UF(&)).

Thus Via+b)=Co( F(≪)U V(b)＼

2. Joint Normaloids

Definition 2.1. Let A be a C*-algebra with unit element e. Then for an n-

tuple a=(ax, ･■- an) of elements in A, the joint spectrum a(a) of a is defined by

<a) = {(Ji,･･･,Xn)sCn: 2 (at-^)^^A or

a(a)dV(a) (Theorem 12, p. 24, [2],also see [5]).

The Cartesian product An=AxAx- ･ -x (n times) becomes an algebra with

involution if we define allthe operations componentswise. In particular,if a = (au

･■･,an)and b=(bu ･･-,&,) are elements of An, we have

a* = (a*, ･･-,≪£),

ab=(a1bu ･･･,anbn)

and a norm is defined by

IMI=(SINI2)1/2.

m
If z=(zlt ･･･,*≫)Cn, we set M=(S N2)

1/2

Definition 2. 2. The joint numerical radius and joint spectral radius of a An

defined by

V(a)=suv{＼Z＼:teV(a)}

and

r(a)=sup{＼y}＼:VGa(a){

respectively. It is easy to see that r(a)<v(a)<＼＼a＼＼.

Definition 2.3. The joint approximate spectrum n(a) of a―{ax, ･･-,≪,) An is
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defined to be the set of all ^-tuples of complex numbers X=(Xl, ･･■,Xn) such that

there exists a sequence Uk of unit vectors in A satisfying

＼＼(at-JU)Ut:＼＼-^0as K-^oo. for i = l. 2. ･･･.≫.

Definition 2.4. We say that a=(a1, ･･-,≪≫)An is jointly normaloid if r{a)

= ＼＼n＼＼

Theorem 2. 5. The joint numerical radius has the following properties:

( i) v(a)<oof v(a)>0 and v(a)―0 if and only if a=QeAn.

(ii) v(ad)= ＼a＼v(a)for all scalars a

(iii) v(a+b)<v(a)+v(b) for all a,b£An

(＼v) i)(a)= i)(/7.*)for all aeA.

Proof is easy, and hence omitted.

Lemma 2. 6. Let a―(au ･･ ･, an) be w-tuple of elements in A If X=(Xi, ･ ･･,

2n)eV(a) with Ui| = |k**ll≫l<i<n, then ten(a).

This is Theorem 3 of Mocanu [5].

In the following we prove the invalidity of the generalization of a well known

characterisation that a single element as A is normaloid if and only if ||≪*||= ||≪||*

for all positive integers k. For simplicity of exposition we shall consider the case

n = 9, and the creneral result fnlinws on the. similar lines.

Theorem 2. 7. suppose a-(alf az)eAxA. if a is jointly normaloid, then

a＼=(a＼,d§is also jointly normaloid. If in addition ≪tand a2 are non-zero, then

r(a^^r(a)＼ that is Wa2＼＼^＼＼a＼＼＼

Proof: Since a is jointlynormaloid, we have r(≪)= ||ff||.There exists 1 =

(Xi, X2)so(a)such that ＼X＼=r(a).Thus

l^lI+l^lI=lkll1 + ll≪.||'.

(5) INI = M for *=1, 2

and hence ten(a) by Lemma 2.6. Since X=(lu ･･･, Xn)G7:(a),there is a sequence

{Uk} of unit vectors in A such that

＼＼(at-Xt)Uk＼＼-*0as £->oo,i= l, 2.

From which it follows that

＼＼(a2-%)Uk＼＼-+0as &-*oo, j=l, 2.
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Hence

Using (5) and the fact that ax is a normaloid, we have

I J2| 13 12 ||/≫||2 WrfiW

for each i = 1, 2 and therefore

=(llfl?H8+ll^ll8)1/l=ll≪tll.

Hence r(a2) = ＼＼a?＼＼and a2 is jointly normaloid. This proves the first part.

Now suppose a = (alfa2) is

If possible, suppose r(a2)=r(af,

normaloid, and hence |la2ll= |la||2

jointlynormaloid and au a2 are both non-zero.

By the first part of the theorem a2 is jointly

This gives

IW+IW=(ll≪ill2 + ||≪.||8)2

That is,

(ll≪1||4-IKII2)+ (ll≪2||4-||≪22||2)+2||a1||2||≪2||2=0.

Since the left side of this equation is the sum of three nonnegative terms, we

conclude that each term must be zero,in particular either ai=0 or az=0. This

is a contradiction.
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